SMASH AND GRAB / VANDALISM PROTECTION
VANDALISM

Are Your Windows Part of the Problem?

Make your windows and other surfaces part of the solution to preventing costly destructive vandalism and smash-and-grab thieves.

ALL IT TAKES IS A SIMPLE LAYER OF PROTECTION

Elevators. Restrooms. Display areas. Architectural elements. Virtually any high-traffic area with windows or other surfaces is vulnerable to costly vandalism. In the case of windows, there's the additional threat of "smash-and-grab" thieves, who rely on fast access through your facility's broken glass to get their job done. Now, you can help foil destructive efforts, with LLumar Magnum safety and security film.

The LLumar Magnum solution is simple: It's a heavy-duty polyester film bonded by special adhesives that's simply applied to the interior of new or existing glass...with powerful results.

OUTWIT VANDALS

LLumar offers your windows and other surfaces a simple and inconspicuous defense against vandals: A protective film that helps prevent scribing and other defacing of your base surface, yet one that vandals won't even know is there. If vandals leave their mark, the film can be peeled off and replaced easily, eliminating graffiti—and the need for costly glass replacement.

THE INDUSTRY'S TOUGHEST AND MOST DURABLE
DETER THIEVES
LLumar Magnum is a powerful deterrent to smash-and-grab thieves as well. It forms a strong but virtually invisible shield that holds broken glass in place—delaying and deterring perpetrators whose goal is quick entry through shattered windows.

EASY TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN
LLumar Magnum is simply installed on everything from showcase windows and display cases to bathroom mirrors, subway doors, and elevator and building interiors. And it's easy to maintain using conventional window-cleaning methods.

GET THE TOUGHEST DEFENSE AROUND
And with LLumar Magnum, you can rest assured that you’re getting the industry’s most durable polyester film. All in a patented scratch-resistant formulation you can count on for years to come.

DON'T SACRIFICE CLARITY
LLumar Magnum’s strength and protection is virtually invisible and allows excellent optical clarity without shadowing or yellowing your facility’s glass.

REDUCE UV DAMAGE
Plus, LLumar Magnum blocks up to 99% of the sun’s damaging UV rays—rays that can fade and deteriorate fabrics and furnishings.
THE WORLD LEADER IN PROTECTIVE WINDOW FILMS

Protect retail, commercial and residential buildings—any windowed structure—from the dangers of flying glass due to earthquake, windstorms, terrorist acts, vandalism, theft, and accidents. It’s easy with LLumar Magnum safety and security film, available only from CPFilms Inc., a subsidiary of Solutia Inc., one of the world’s leading manufacturers of high-value branded, chemistry-based products.

CPFilms Inc., the world leader in protective window films, has been protecting residential and commercial buildings for decades. Today, from our ISO 9001 certified manufacturing facilities, we produce a wide range of strong and visionary solutions for specialized applications that include architecture, industrial design, information technology, defense, aerospace, automotive, agricultural, energy conservation and reprographics.

BENEFIT FROM LLUMAR MAGNUM PROTECTION BY CONTACTING YOUR LLUMAR MAGNUM DEALER TODAY!

www.llumar.com

CPFilms Inc. is pleased to have strict quality systems and has been ISO certified (Certificate Number FM 35957).
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